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AUTOCORRECT, MIT-STylE
Your smartphone just doesn’t under-
stand you� fun, p. 6

EndEr’s gamE : THE MOvIE
Deviates from the book, but perhaps 
worth it on its own� arts, p. 7

SOpHIE CAllE: 
Last sEEn
Isabella Stewart  
Gardner Museum exhibit 
explores absence and 
memory� arts, p. 8

DEAN ObEIDAllAH 
AT MIT
Performing in the MIT 
Muslim Student  
Association’s comedy 
show� campus life, p. 9

bUTT OUT:  
IT’S My CHOICE
NYC should not have 
raised the minimum  
smoking age to 21� 
opinion, p. 4

IN SHORT
Apply to LeaderShape 
for this IAP. The pro-
gram is a leadership de-
velopment program for 
undergraduates running 
Jan. 17–22. Apply by Fri-
day, Nov. 8 at http://web.
mit.edu/leadershape.

The MIT Museum is re-

questing proposals for 
student projects to be 
featured in a Summer 
2014 exhibition. Un-
dergraduate or gradu-
ate students can submit 
projects completed in-
dependently, for class, or 
for student groups dur-
ing Fall 2013, IAP 2014, or 
Spring 2014. Submit the 
proposal form at http://

web.mit.edu/museum/
summer by Monday, 
Dec. 2 at midnight for 
Fall 2013 projects. Sub-
missions will open again 
later for IAP and Spring 
semester projects.

Send news informa-
tion and tips to news@
tech.mit.edu.

Rachel e. aviles—The Tech

a hack transformed lobby 7 into a “Battle room” over the weekend in honor of 
the release of the film Ender’s Game, based on Orson Scott Card’s science fiction 
novel of the same name� 

Fifth week flags issued
12.9 percent of freshmen receive warning

By Kath Xu
associaTe news ediToR

This semester, 144 freshmen, or 12.9 per-
cent of the Class of 2017, were issued fifth 
week flags. The proportion of recipients is 
down from almost a fifth of the Class of 2016 
last year. Fifth week flags exist as part of an 
early warning system to encourage students 
to reevaluate their study habits.

According to Julie B. Norman, the Senior 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Educa-

tion and Director of the Office of Undergrad-
uate Advising and Academic Programming 
(UAAP), a fifth week flag is issued to any 
student who is at risk of not passing a class, 
which means an overall grade of a D or F five 
weeks into the semester.

The flag consists of an email from the 
professor describing possible areas of im-
provement, followed by an email from the 
Associate Dean for Advising and Academic 
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skanda koppula—The Tech

one of the two Hamlets (mark l. Velednitsky ’14) bemoans the pitiful conditions of elsinore in 
friday’s performance of Hamlet by mit’s shakespeare ensemble. The role of Hamlet was played 
by two leads in part to display the internal struggles of the character�

Pelosi visits C-Mod, PSFC layoffs delayed
U.S. Representative Nancy Pelosi visited 

MIT’s Plasma Science and Fusion Center (PSFC) 
Thursday, where she learned about MIT’s fusion 
experiments performed on its tokamak Alcator 
C-Mod, according to MiT news. The experiment 
faces an uncertain future and may fail to receive 
federal funding in FY 2014.

Pelosi discussed MIT’s fusion research and 
learned about the hot magnetically confined 
fusion plasmas that MIT researches with C-
Mod. Proponents of fusion research suggest 
the technology could someday provide a clean 
source of energy. MiT news reported that C-
Mod currently is in a “warm shutdown” status 
until Congress decides whether to make fund-
ing available in the 2014 budget.

Though Congress has yet to restore fund-

ing, according to an email MIT Vice President 
for Research Maria T. Zuber wrote to The Tech 
on Oct. 8, C-Mod layoffs have been rescinded 
through the end of 2013 “to maintain the facil-
ity staff with the hope that Congress will pass 
a budget at some point … that would restore 
operation.”

Fusion research has been a popular topic 
in the House of Representatives, according the 
News Office. According to the American Insti-
tute of Physics, fifty members of Congress signed 
a letter this April in support of the Fusion Energy 
Sciences Program. The requested $458.3 million 
would go to the same budget that has historically 
been the source of funding for C-Mod, but cuts 
to this budget may affect C-Mod.

 —william navarre

flags, Page 10

NEWS bRIEfS
Grad student housing group 
“still deliberating”

The Graduate Student Housing 
Working Group was formed to “focus 
on how we might best house our grad-
uate students” according to the May/
June faculty newsletter. In August, the 
group’s chairman Professor Phillip L. 
Clay wrote in an email to The Tech that 
the group planned to “issue a report in 
October.” However, Dean for Graduate 
Education Christine Ortiz, a member 
of the group, wrote that the group is 
“still deliberating” and offered no up-
dates in an Oct. 28 email to The Tech.

Community forums to discuss 
future of East Campus 
development

According to an email to the MIT 
community from Acting Provost Mar-
tin A. Schmidt and Executive Vice 
President and Treasurer Israel Ruiz, 
MIT has recently gained the right to 
develop “over a million square feet 
of new development, which will be a 
combination of housing, retail, com-
mercial, and open space.”

The email announced that the ur-
ban design team commissioned to 
perform a “design study [and to] en-

vision the future of our east campus” 
will hold several MIT community 
forums to “solicit [community] input 
and share the study progress.”

Cambridge citizen files 
complaint

Charles D. Teague of Cambridge 
filed an Open Meeting Law Complaint 
against the City of Cambridge, disput-
ing a vote on the Net Zero Emissions 
Amendment (NZEA), according to 
a proposed response drafted by As-
sistant Attorney General Amy Nable. 
Had it taken effect, the NZEA would 
have prevented MIT developing Ken-
dall Square in any way that was not 
carbon neutral.

According to the document, 
Teague believes that, in April, the 
Mayor Henrietta Davis violated the 
rules by changing her vote in favor the 
proposed amendment to a “present” 
vote after she learned that the amend-
ment would likely cause MIT to be 
unable to honor a commitment letter 
that MIT wrote to the council “de-
scribing obligations that MIT would 
perform for the public benefit if the 
[MIT-proposed] zoning amendment 
were adopted.”

Briefs, Page 10

infogRaphic by saRah RiTTeR and lenny MaRTinez
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Situation for noon Eastern time, tuesday, november 5, 2013

By david E. Sanger
The New York Times 

WASHINGTON — The Obama 
administration has told allies and 
lawmakers it is considering rein-
ing in a variety of National Security 
Agency practices overseas, including 
holding White House reviews of the 
world leaders the agency is monitor-
ing, forging a new accord with Ger-
many for a closer intelligence rela-
tionship and minimizing collection 
on some foreigners.

But for now, President Barack 
Obama and his top advisers have 
concluded that there is no workable 
alternative to the bulk collection of 
huge quantities of “metadata,” in-
cluding records of all telephone calls 
made inside the United States.

Instead, the administration has 
hinted it may hold that information 
for only three years instead of five 
while it seeks new technologies that 
would permit it to search the records 

of telephone and Internet compa-
nies, rather than collect the data in 
bulk in government computers. Gen. 
Keith B. Alexander, head of the NSA, 
has told industry officials that de-
veloping the new technology would 
take at least three years.

But protests from business ex-
ecutives, who told Obama last week 
at a White House meeting that they 
feared the NSA revelations would 
lead to billions of dollars in lost busi-
ness in Europe and Asia, has forced 
a rethinking inside the White House.

In testimony, Alexander and 
James R. Clapper Jr., director of na-
tional intelligence, have shown little 
willingness to make major changes, 
apart from agreeing to more over-
sight and public disclosure of some 
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Court decisions. The White House 
has pressed for more. Nonetheless, 
the actions contemplated inside 
the administration seem unlikely 
to quell the protests in Europe or 

assuage critics at home. The sharp-
est public criticism of the NSA from 
within the administration has come 
from one of the chief clients for its 
intelligence reports: Secretary of 
State John Kerry. “The president and 
I have learned of some things that 
have been happening in many ways 
on an automatic pilot, because the 
technology is there and the ability is 
there,” Kerry said last week. “Some of 
these actions have reached too far.”

A senior administration official 
said Kerry’s “automatic pilot” ref-
erence “went beyond our talking 
points,” but added that the president 
agreed and “has already made some 
decisions,” which have not been 
announced.

Alexander’s deputy, John C. Ing-
lis, told Congress last week that there 
was no satisfying alternative to a gov-
ernment library of calls and, seem-
ingly by extension, text messages and 
many Internet searches. “It needs to 
be the whole haystack,” Inglis said.

By david d. Kirkpatrick  
and Mayy El Sheikh

The New York Times 

CAIRO — As Egypt’s new mili-
tary-led government consolidates its 
power, Mohammed Morsi, the de-
posed president, went on trial Mon-
day, facing charges of inciting the 
murder of protesters, but he rejected 
the court’s authority and proclaimed 
himself to be the country’s legitimate 
ruler.

The trial got off to a late start, and 
the case was soon adjourned until 
Jan. 8. The trial’s brief opening was 
Morsi’s first public appearance since 
his removal from office on July 3 and, 
in a dizzying turn for Egypt, the sec-
ond criminal trial of a former head of 
state in less than three years. Former 
President Hosni Mubarak, ousted in 
February 2011 and now under house 
arrest in a military hospital, is facing 
a retrial at the same site, the audito-
rium of a police academy.

According to the website of Al Ah-
ram, Egypt’s flagship state newspa-
per, the trial got underway as Morsi 
and 14 other Islamist defendants 
appeared in a caged dock and court 

officials called out their names. But 
news reports said the hearing was 
first delayed and then suspended 
after Morsi refused to dress in prison 
clothing and chants by his co-defen-
dants drowned out the proceedings.

Journalists who were allowed into 
the courtroom were not permitted to 
take telephones or other commu-
nications devices, limiting the flow 
of information. But witnesses in the 
courtroom said that Morsi declared, 
“This trial is illegitimate,” and said he 
was still Egypt’s lawful president.

Morsi’s Islamist allies in the Mus-
lim Brotherhood had called for ma-
jor protests against the trial, and the 
Interior Ministry said it had deployed 
thousands of riot police officers to 
secure the streets. Shortly before 11 
a.m., as the trial began, the streets 
remained quiet, but the number of 
demonstrators began to grow from 
only a few dozen to perhaps 100 in 
two locations outside the court.

Pro-Morsi demonstrators gath-
ered in larger numbers at the Su-
preme Constitutional Court in the 
Maadi district of southern Cairo, wit-
nesses said.

For the new government installed 

by Gen. Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi, the 
trial will be a ritual demonstration 
of its repeated assurances that there 
will be no turning back from the 
overthrow of Morsi or from the can-
cellation of the Islamist-drafted con-
stitution approved in December in a 
national referendum. The court pro-
ceedings add formal legal legitimacy 
to Morsi’s incarceration, analysts 
said, so that it is no longer by military 
fiat alone.

He is charged with inciting the 
murders of protesters outside the 
presidential palace in December. As 
aggressive protesters began encir-
cling the palace, the police refused 
to protect it. So on Dec. 5, leaders of 
the Muslim Brotherhood called for 
the president’s Islamist supporters 
to do the job. A night of deadly fight-
ing ensued, with Molotov cocktails 
and gunshots coming from both 
sides. By morning, at least 11 people 
were dead, including eight support-
ers of the president and three non-
Islamists, according to news reports. 
Prosecutors have not charged any-
one over the Islamists’ deaths, and 
the charges against Morsi are related 
to the killing of three non-Islamists.

Brazil acknowledges spying on 
US diplomats

RIO DE JANEIRO — Brazil’s government acknowledged 
Monday that its top intelligence agency had spied on diplo-
matic targets from countries including the United States, Iran 
and Russia, putting Brazilian authorities in the uncomfortable 
position of defending their own surveillance practices after re-
peatedly criticizing U.S. spying operations.

Brazil’s Institutional Security Cabinet, which oversees 
the nation’s intelligence activities, contended in a statement 
Monday that the spying operations, involving relatively basic 
surveillance about a decade ago of diplomats and diplomatic 
properties in Brazil, were “in absolute compliance” with legis-
lation governing such practices.

The statement came in response to a report in the news-
paper Folha de São Paulo describing how the Brazilian Intel-
ligence Agency, commonly known as Abin, had followed some 
diplomats from Russia and Iran by foot and by car, photograph-
ing their movements, while also monitoring a commercial 
property leased by the U.S. Embassy in Brasília, the capital.

By almost any measure, such modest operations stand in 
sharp contrast to the sweeping international eavesdropping 
operations carried out by the National Security Agency. Brazil’s 
president, Dilma Rousseff, recently postponed a state visit to 
Washington following revelations that the NSA had spied on 
her and the Brazilian oil giant Petrobras.

—simon romero, The New York Times 

For the NFL, a question of 
pranks or abuse

Jonathan Martin and Richie Incognito spent most of the 
season side by side, a pair of 300-pound men made rich from 
football, crouched inches apart on the offensive line of the Mi-
ami Dolphins. When the defense took the field, they sat on the 
bench in order of their position — Martin, the left tackle, next to 
Incognito, the left guard. They were as connected as teammates 
could be — though they could hardly be more different. Now 
Martin and Incognito are gone from the team, at least tempo-
rarily, opposites embroiled in a twisted controversy over haz-
ing and workplace abuse.

Martin, a Classics major who attended Stanford and the 
son of two Harvard graduates, left the Dolphins last week after 
falling victim to the latest in a two-season string of hazing in-
cidents. Incognito, a 30-year-old veteran with a reputation for 
dirty play and a history of rough behavior, was suspended in-
definitely by the Dolphins late Sunday while the team and the 
league investigated the matter.

Their unfolding saga is forcing the National Football League 
to uncomfortably turn its gaze toward locker room culture and 
start defining the gray areas between good-natured pranks 
and hurtful bullying. For years, young players in the NFL have 
been subjected to a wide swath of indignities straight from the 
hallways of high school or the back rooms of fraternity houses. 
Young players are often expected to carry teammates’ equip-
ment off the field. They are sometimes forced to sing or other-
wise entertain teammates on demand, left helplessly taped to 
goal posts or asked to regularly bring sandwiches or fast food 
to teammates.

ESPN and the Associated Press, among other outlets, citing 
unnamed sources, have reported that Incognito sent threaten-
ing and racist voice-mail and text messages to Martin. Incog-
nito is white, and Martin is black.

Most incidents come with the tacit, unsupervised approval 
of coaches and executives, who see the pranks as a rite of pas-
sage, a worthy bit of team building and character strengthening. 
But the hazing generally stays within the macho atmosphere of 
the locker room. The Dolphins’ latest problems — symbolized 
by a pair of behemoth millionaire teammates turned archetypi-
cal opposites — burst into the public in recent days, forcing the 
team to address the matter.

—John Branch and ken Belson, The New York Times 

By ray Hua wu

We have entered Novem-
ber and thus have started to 
notice below-freezing tem-
peratures popping up now 
and then in the mornings. At 
this time last year, we were 
receiving snow from Sandy’s 
Nor’easter encore. This year, 
to the contrary, we will be 
seeing local temperatures 

on the rise, until in fact see-
ing mid to upper 60s°F in the 
afternoon of Nov. 7.

There is only one month 
left in the hurricane season, 
and the Atlantic Basin so far 
is remarkably inactive. There 
has so far not been a single 
hurricane of even Category 2 
status. The last year in which 
no hurricanes have sur-
passed Category 1 was 1968.

Warm week is a pause 
in approach of winter

As US weighs spying changes, 
officials want data sweeps to go on

Morsi calls trials ‘illegitimate,’ 
and case in Egypt is delayed

Extended Forecast
today: Partly cloudy. High around 51°F (11°C). Winds East 

up to 10 mph.
tonight: Occasional morning clouds. Low around 37°F 

(3°C). Winds Southeast up to 5 mph.
tomorrow: Mostly cloudy. High around 58°F (14°C). 

Winds South up to 10–15 mph.
thursday: A fair amount of rain. High around 66°F (19°C).
Friday: Clear and cold. High around 46°F (8°C).
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Trove of Nazi-looted art reported 
found in Munich apartment

BERLIN — The German government said Monday that it had 
been informed months ago about a valuable trove of art discovered 
in a Munich apartment, which a German magazine describes as a 
collection of hundreds of works confiscated by the Nazis or sold 
cheaply by people desperate to leave Germany.

The magazine, Focus, which broke the story Sunday, said the 
roughly $1.4 billion worth of artwork had been discovered in 2011 
in the possession of the son of an art dealer who was among the few 
authorized by Joseph Goebbels, Hitler’s propaganda chief, to sell 
confiscated works for the Nazis.

Focus said the collection included paintings by Picasso, Matisse, 
Franz Marc and Max Beckmann, and that the trove was found cus-
toms officials investigating the art dealer’s son, Cornelius Gurlitt, 
for suspected tax evasion.

“The federal government was informed several months ago 
about the case,” Steffen Seibert, a government spokesman said 
Monday. Neither Seibert nor a spokesman for the finance ministry 
had any information about claims on the works.

Focus said the collection is being held in a facility in Garching, 
near Munich, by the Bavarian customs authorities. They declined 
to comment Monday.

—Alison Smale, The New York Times 

Vaccine approved for brain fever
The World Health Organization has approved a new vaccine for 

a strain of encephalitis that kills thousands of children and leaves 
many survivors with permanent brain damage. The move allows 
U.N. agencies and other donors to buy it.

The disease, called Japanese encephalitis or brain fever, is 
caused by a mosquito-transmitted virus that can live in pigs, birds 
and humans. Less than 1 percent of those infected get seriously ill, 
but it kills up to 15,000 children a year and disables many more. Up 
to 4 billion people, from southern Russia to the Pacific islands, are 
at risk; it is more prevalent near rice paddies.

There is no cure.
The low-cost vaccine, approved last month, is the first autho-

rized by the agency for children and the first Chinese-made vac-
cine it has approved.

It is made by China National Biotec Group and was tested by 
PATH, a nonprofit group in Seattle with funding from the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation.

Dr. Margaret Chan, WHO’s director-general, said she hoped 
that approval would encourage other vaccine makers from China 
and elsewhere to enter the field.

China had given the vaccine domestically to 200 million chil-
dren over many years but had never sought WHO approval.

India, which previously bought 88 million doses from China, 
launched the first locally produced version last month.

—Donald G. McNeil Jr., The New York Times 

By Peter Lattman  
and Ben Protess
The New York TiMeS 

SAC Capital Advisors has agreed 
to plead guilty to insider trading vio-
lations and pay a record $1.2 billion 
penalty, becoming the first large Wall 
Street firm in a generation to confess 
to criminal conduct. The move caps 
a decade-long investigation that 
turned a once mighty hedge fund into 
a symbol of financial wrongdoing.

The guilty plea and fine paid 
by SAC, which is owned by the bil-
lionaire investor Steven A. Cohen, 
are part of a broader plea deal that 
federal prosecutors in Manhattan 
announced Monday. It will also re-
quire SAC to terminate its business of 
managing money for outside inves-

tors, though the firm will probably 
continue to manage Cohen’s fortune.

SAC’s case could inspire other ag-
gressive actions against Wall Street, 
as the Justice Department’s un-
even crackdown on financial fraud 
has gained momentum in recent 
months. Coming just days before 
JPMorgan Chase is expected to final-
ize a $13 billion settlement with the 
government over the bank’s ques-
tionable mortgage practices, the SAC 
case could stem concerns that finan-
cial firms are too big to charge.

In a letter to the court, Preet Bhar-
ara, the U.S. attorney in Manhattan, 
called the penalty “steep but fair” and 
“commensurate with the breadth 
and duration of the charged criminal 
conduct.” The letter explained that 
SAC agreed to plead guilty to each of 

the five counts in the indictment.
Cohen, whose enormous com-

pensation and conspicuous con-
sumption have made him an em-
blem of the new Gilded Age, has not 
been charged criminally. Still, the 
plea deal is a devastating blow to Co-
hen, as the firm that bears his initials 
will acknowledge that it was a cor-
rupt organization. SAC’s admission 
that several of its employees traded 
stocks based on secret information 
also colors Cohen’s astounding in-
vestment track record. Since 1992, 
the fund posted average annual re-
turns of nearly 30 percent.

The $1.2 billion penalty adds to 
the $616 million in fines that SAC 
agreed to pay to regulators earlier this 
year. Cohen, who owns 100 percent 
of the firm, will pay those penalties.

Bill on workplace bias clears 
Senate hurdle

SAC Capital agrees to plead 
guilty to insider trading

By Jeremy W. Peters
The New York TiMeS 

WASHINGTON — A measure that 
would outlaw workplace discrimina-
tion based on sexual orientation and 
gender identity overcame a signifi-
cant obstacle in the Senate on Mon-
day as seven Republicans crossed 
party lines and voted to begin debate 
on the bill.

The 61-30 vote means that the full 
Senate will consider a measure to ex-
tend federal nondiscrimination law 
to gay, lesbian and bisexual people 
for the first time since 1996 — a stark 

reminder, supporters said, that as the 
public has come around to accepting 
gay rights, Congress has been slow to 
keep pace.

Sen. Dean Heller, R-Nev., one of 
the Republicans who voted to open 
debate, had announced Monday 
that he would vote yes on the bill, 
known as the Employment Non-
discrimination Act, saying that after 
conversations with voters at home 
and colleagues in the Senate, he had 
determined that “supporting this leg-
islation is the right thing to do.”

It is the first time that the full Sen-
ate has considered a measure that 

includes protection for transgender 
people.

The bill will face other crucial 
tests this week before the Senate can 
ultimately schedule a final vote to 
approve it, but the first filibuster test 
was a pivotal hurdle.

The anticipated vote comes four 
months after the Supreme Court in-
validated a federal ban on recogniz-
ing same-sex marriages, and nearly a 
year after some conservative leaders 
warned that losses in the 2012 elec-
tions exposed the party as being out 
of touch with much of the country on 
social issues.

 DiwaliNight
2013Sunday

10thNovember 

Tickets*:

*http://sangam.mit.edu/events

MIT: $7(with dinner)/ $2
Non-MIT: $13(with dinner)/ $5

Schedule:
3-course Dinner 
(Lobdell, 6-7:30 pm)

Activites
(Kresge, 7-8 pm)

Cultural Show
(Kresge, 8-10 pm)

Sponsors:
LEF-ARCADE

MIT Sangam

presents..
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OPINION POLICY
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are 

written by the Editorial Board, which consists of Chairman 
Sarah Ritter, Editor in Chief Anne Cai, Managing Editor Ian 
M. Gorodisher, Executive Editor Deborah Chen, and Opinion 
Editor Jacob London.

Dissents are the signed opinions of editorial board 
members choosing to publish their disagreement with the 
editorial.

Letters to the editor, columns, and editorial cartoons 
are written by individuals and represent the opinion of the 
author, not necessarily that of the newspaper. Electronic 
submissions are encouraged and should be sent to letters@
tech.mit.edu. Hard copy submissions should be addressed 
to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029, 
or sent by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. All 
submissions are due by 4:30 p.m. two days before the date of 
publication.

Letters, columns, and cartoons must bear the authors’ 
signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters 
will not be accepted. The Tech reserves the right to edit or 

condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. 
Once submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and 
will not be returned. Letters, columns, and cartoons may also 
be posted on The Tech’s Web site and/or printed or published 
in any other format or medium now known or later that 
becomes known. The Tech makes no commitment to publish 
all the letters received.

Guest columns are opinion articles submitted by members 
of the MIT or local community.

TO REACH US
The Tech’s telephone number is (617) 253-1541. Email is the 

easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure 
whom to contact, send mail to general@tech.mit.edu, and it 
will be directed to the appropriate person. You can reach the 
editor in chief by emailing eic@tech.mit.edu. Please send press 
releases, requests for coverage, and information about errors 
that call for correction to news@tech.mit.edu. Letters to the 
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The Arts Events calendar in Friday’s issue listed the incorrect date for the Folk 
Dancing with Live Electric Balkan Music event. It was on Sunday, Nov. 3, not 
Saturday.

CORRECTIONS

Butt out
Raising the minimum smoking age in NYC — yet another 
unjustified intervention

By Aaron Hammond
sTaff coLumNisT

In a characteristically paternal fashion, 
late last month, the New York City Council 
raised the minimum age to purchase ciga-
rettes and other tobacco products. To pur-
chase a pack or even an electronic cigarette, 
consumers must now be 21 years of age. The 
justification provided by the City Council 
rests on the claim that by making the pur-
chase of tobacco nominally more difficult, 
fewer young people will start smoking in the 
first place. The data suggests the move might 
be effective, just like stop-and-frisk. Still, 
there is a fine line between maintaining pub-
lic health and trampling on the individual 
rights of Americans, and the Bloomberg ad-
ministration has again chosen to jump right 
across it.

Why 21? Culturally, the age carries sig-
nificance as the start of more privileged 
adulthood. Although the bar is set at 18 to 
vote or join the military, the three addition-
al years are somehow necessary to develop 
the maturity to make informed decisions 
about intoxication. The merit here is ques-
tionable as well, but what is evident is that 
by setting the same age for the purchase of 
alcohol and cigarettes, there is an implica-
tion that the two are comparably problem-

atic in terms of public health. I won’t make 
any ludicrous claims about the healthful-
ness of smoking; tobacco is dangerous for 
both the smoker and anyone in her imme-
diate vicinity. In such terms, smoking bans 
in public places certainly make sense. But 
smoking in private areas carries no poten-
tial harm for anyone else. It is something 
that folks probably shouldn’t do, but adults 
should ultimately be able to make their own 
decisions.

Today, every American knows the dan-
gers of smoking. Personally, I have seen 
more public service announcements de-
monizing the act and commercials for 
smoking-cessation treatments than ciga-
rette ads. That some choose still to smoke is 
not therefore a demonstration of ignorance; 
rather, it is an informed choice that weights 
the benefits of tobacco use above the health 
consequences. Viewed objectively, the 
choice to smoke is quite silly, as is joining 
the military as an infantryman or voting for 

some politicians. We as American adults 
are entitled, however, to make personal 
decisions according to our own elective cal-
culus. Self-determination is a fundamental 
right and should not be impugned. If I as an 
18-year-old choose to smoke in the privacy 
of my own living space, there is zero po-
tential for greater societal harm of the sort 
introduced by alcohol use. To draw paral-
lels between the two and regulate their sale 
equally is therefore inappropriate.

Smoking is a bad habit. But as Ameri-
cans, do we not have the right to make bad 
choices? I am a legal adult, capable of buy-
ing a gun or being sentenced to life impris-
onment. To claim that I lack the maturity to 
make a well-informed decision on tobacco 
usage is thus insulting to my dignity as a 
citizen. I am an adult and will smoke if I 
want to. Restricting my ability to purchase 
cigarettes isn’t a matter of public health; 
it is a matter of unjustified government 
interference.

There is a fine line between maintaining public 
health and trampling on individual rights, and the 
Bloomberg administration has again chosen to 
jump right across it.
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Stanger to Fiction by Deena Wang

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains 
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of 
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Sudoku
Solution, page 10

6 9 4 5
7 9 4 6

6 1 9
2 1 6

9 8 5
4 7 5

8 6 1
7 5 6 4

3 5 4 2

Techdoku
Solution, page 10

54× 160×

5 6× 8× 5−

4− 4 5

15+ 18×

20× 3 10×

36×

Saturday Stumper by Anna Stiga
Solution, page 10

ACROSS
1 Message ender
9 Orville Redenbacher alma 

mater
15 Words of warning
16 Select solemnly
17 Tough categories in 20 

Questions
18 King Khalid Airport locale
19 Word from the French for 

“choose”
20 Triathlon gear
22 Head scratcher’s remark
23 Encouraging words
25 They’re met by marketeers
26 Sample
27 Reels off
29 Like diamonds
30 Willy Wonka or Mad Max
31 Access, with “into”
33 Distinct
35 The NATO era
39 De-composed?
40 Is disposed
42 By-way connection
43 Needing seasoning
44 Dieter’s complaint

46 Infuse
50 “Bid the dishonest man __ 

himself”: Shak.
51 Lean one
53 Dash for cash, perhaps
54 Its site has an Air Science 

page
55 Rapper’s posse
57 It means “updated”
58 Accepted
60 US hotel with the most 

rooms
62 Red Cross course
63 Dominoes, trivia, etc.
64 Ring things
65 Deighton self-descriptive 

novel
DOWn
1 Baron
2 Flurry
3 Speaker just before “Over the 

Rainbow”
4 Network founded by HEW 

and NASA
5 Raft
6 Wood used in saunas
7 Opposite of “spirit”

8 Some house parties
9 Achilles adversary
10 Outfit
11 The Natural hero
12 Shortcut, at times
13 Recover, in a way
14 Edward the Confessor’s 

father
21 Where farm staple Bag Balm 

is applied
24 No longer an issue
26 Early indication
28 Did some butlering
30 Candlestick maker’s tool
32 Pick apart
34 __ hand
35 Prehistoric inventions, as 

found in caves
36 Headed for punishment
37 Possible pathway
38 Duck, perhaps
41 Doesn’t spread it around
45 Snag
47 Only one-word anagram of a 

day of the week
48 Kickoff
49 Forest Service avian icon

51 Sports great seen on 
Dancing with the Stars

52 Flexibility metaphor
55 Carry on

56 Coop group
59 Word first seen in the Bible 

at Genesis 1:26
61 Water __
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Somewhere on the Search for Meaning by Letitia Li

[3161] 

page 10
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MOVIE REVIEW

Alien invasion movie 
Ender’s Game, although not true to the book, is worth watching 

By Karleigh Moore
Staff Writer

My mother bought me a copy of Orson 
Scott Card’s ender’s Game when I was in the 
third grade — I have been waiting for this 
movie ever since. The story is set on Earth, 
many years in the future. The planet is re-
covering from a devastating attack from the 
Formics, an alien race that appeared to try 
to invade Earth. In order to protect human-
ity, the world government trains brilliant 
children at The Battle School, hoping they 
will become new leaders of the International 
Fleet and save the world from another at-
tack. The Fleet is looking for their next leg-
endary commander, and they think that this 
is to be Ender Wiggin.

As far as being true to the book, I’d say 
that ender’s Game ranks between Harry Pot-
ter and The Lord of the rings. The plot was 
not heavily altered and all the characters you 
want to see do make an appearance, though 
many events were omitted. For those of you 

who read the book, you may be disappoint-
ed to discover that the film focuses only on 
Ender’s doings, so the scheming of Peter and 
Valentine is omitted. We don’t get as much 
character interaction or development as I 
would have liked. The film does not show 

Ender developing the friendships that made 
the story so appealing, and most of the in-
teractions between Ender and his “friends” 
felt mechanical to me, not doing the cama-
raderie of Battle School friends justice. We 
don’t really see or feel Ender’s transforma-
tion from an innocent child into a brilliant 

military leader. We are not privy to many of 
the internal struggles that helped to flesh out 
the character in the book, and because of 
this, Ender was not as relatable as he could 
have been.

However, the movie tries to makes up for 
its lack of character interactions and devel-
opment with excellent casting and incred-
ible settings and effects. The Battle School is 
just what I imagined — the games in the Bat-
tle Room are awesome, I loved the costumes, 
and the alien planet is exotic and creepy. 
Harrison Ford did a convincing job as Colo-
nel Graff and Asa Butterfield was perfect for 
the role of Ender, although the plot seemed 
rushed, possibly because most of the inter-
esting parts of this story are told from inside 
Ender’s head, through his reasoning and in-
ternal debates.

In all, the film was not as thought pro-
voking and inspiring as the book was, but 
did do a decent job of showing the audience 
the fantastical and futuristic elements of the 
story, thanks to modern technology and 

computer-generated imaging. This is a mov-
ie you have to see if you’ve read the books, 
simply because you’ve waited so long for it to 
be created. As always, the book will be better 
than the movie, and those of you unfamiliar 
with the story will probably really like the 
film for its effects, settings, and situations.

HHHH✩

Ender’s Game 

Directed by Gavin Hood

starring  Harrison Ford, 
Asa Butterfield, and Hailee 
steinfeld

rated PG-13

Now Playing

Summit entertainment

Asa Butterfield stars as Ender Wiggin, a prodigy of the Battle School, in Ender’s Game.

THEATER REVIEW

The Power of Duff
The repercussions of one man’s attempt to save the world 

By Denis Bozic
Staff Writer

An ordinary anchorman leads a relatively 
ordinary life until one day when his father 
suddenly dies. Instead of closing one of his 
broadcast reports by traditionally thanking 
the audience for watching the news, he de-
cides to break the norms and pray. The er-
ratic decision receives glowing praise from 
the local community, and the story gets a 
special twist when the anchorman’s subse-
quent broadcast prayers come to life. With 
these new acquired powers, he decides that 
it is his duty to pray for other people’s suffer-
ings and save the world. 

This is the baseline story of The Power of 
Duff. Of course, there are minor details to 
the story that turn the seemingly idealistic 
plot into a dramatic satire. The anchorman, 
Charles Duff (portrayed by David Wilson 
Barnes), cheated on his wife and now has no 
connection with his son. His co-workers are 
all struggling with their personal problems 
and add an extra burden to his messiah duty. 
On top of that, he has to deal with his super-
visor, who only cares about how to make 
profit from his godly experiences.

It’s a fun and thought-provoking story 

that will surely incite your mind. Despite the 
over-the-top vulgar dialogues and at times 
overly mundane conversations, the play asks 
all the right questions — how powerful is 
faith? Where is the fine line between spiri-
tual hypocrisy and true dedication? When 
do you help others and when do you help 
yourself? How do you know when certain 
situations are out of your control?

Some of these questions get answered, 
some are left to be solved by your imagina-
tion, and some just turn out to be a big bite 
for the playwright. For a story of such in-
depth questions of non-trivial importance, 
the play never manages to clearly explain the 
relationship between Charles’ decisions and 
the consequences in the lives of the people 
that he loves. Even though the beginning of 
the plot shows signs of a promising and un-
conventionally humorous revelation of the 
divine mystery, the end gets lost in all the at-
tempts to resolve the side plots and bring the 
story to a concluding point.

However, when the story manages to 
bring about good moments, these moments 
turn out to be exceptionally successful and 
witty. John Ebbs, portrayed by Brendan Grif-
fin, adds the winning combination of rudi-
mentary and sentimental humor to the sto-
ry, with his brilliant depiction of a must-love 
supporting character, and Ron Kirkpatrick, 
played by Joe Paulik, brings in the satirical 
element of the play by portraying the overly 
dramatic news reporter. The mobile on-stage 
rooms, visually compelling TV screens, and 
newsroom desks make up the excellent stage 
setup, which brings the hectic and slightly 
fake atmosphere of the newsroom to life. 
And overall, the exaggerated representations 

of the mundane conversations, and charac-
ters’ gesticulations and emotional responses 
compensate for the play’s lackluster out-
come by making the plot more amusing than 
it ever would be in a real-life setting.

The play most likely will not leave you 
with the feeling of a cathartic epiphany, but 
don’t be fooled — under the satire and exag-
gerated humor, there are a lot of questions 
to be pondered and answered. You might 
not find the answers within the scope of the 
play’s plot, but that doesn’t mean it will leave 
you without food for thought.

HHHH✩

The Power of Duff

Written by stephen Belber

Calderwood Pavilion, 
Boston

8.00 p.m., Oct. 25, 2013

t. CHarLeS eriCkSon

David Wilson Barnes in the Huntington theatre Company’s production of Stephen 
Belber’s The Power of Duff.

Some of these 
questions get 
answered. Some are 
left to be solved by 
your imagination.

This is a movie you 
have to see if you’ve 
read the books, simply 
because you’ve waited 
so long.
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 EXHIBIT REVIEW

Last Seen by Sophie Calle
Exhibit explores absence and memory 
following the museum’s art theft

By stephanie Ihezie
Staff Writer

Red, the color of passion 
and emotional charge. That is 
what you see upon entrance 
into Sophie Calle’s Last Seen 
exhibit. Perhaps you may walk 
in expecting to see sumptu-
ous pieces of art, rich in detail, 
with figures draped in the finest 
garments indulging in foods or 
acts that stimulate to the high-
est senses. Instead you see … 
nothing.

Calle’s body of work ex-
plores absence and memory. 
What can we remember when 
there is nothing there? Is art still 
the same if the strokes of the 
paintbrush or the pixilation of 
the photograph are not physi-
cally tangible?

To give some background, 
this exhibit is the brainchild 
of the Isabella Stewart Gard-
ner’s Museum art heist of 1990. 
Thought by many to be one of 

the greatest art heists in the 
history of the United States, it 
resulted in the theft of thirteen 
original pieces of work estimat-
ed at half a billion dollars. The 
works included five drawings 
by Degas, and six paintings by 
Rembrandt, Flinck, Manet, and 
Vermeer. While FBI agents have 
stated that they are sure who 
the thieves are, to this day the 
works have yet to be rediscov-
ered. There is a $5 million dollar 
reward for information that will 
lead to their tracking.

Following the heist, Calle 
came to the museum to ask staff 
to describe the artworks from 
memory. Each response was 
written and paired with a pho-
tograph of the different empty 
space where the stolen work 
was once placed. Both com-
ponents were framed to form a 
new piece of art, and Calle re-
peated this process for each of 
the missing pieces.

The Last Seen collection was 

first shown at the Carnegie In-
ternational and toured other 
museums around the world, 
but it hasn’t been shown at the 
Gardner museum or anywhere 
else in Boston until now. When 
the Gardner museum invited 
Calle in early 2013 to revisit her 
project, she not only agreed, 
but also added a new collec-
tion, What Do You See? to the 
exhibit. This latter collection 
adds a fresh layer to the already 
thought-provoking imagina-
tions of the former collection. 
In What Do You See?, Calle 
once again recruits people to 
ask for their thoughts, yet this 
time the people are looking at 
the framed empty space rather 
than the empty space itself. 
They were not told about the 
missing pieces of art that once 
hung on the empty space and 
that had led to the framed piece. 
The test was whether these 
people would pick up on the 
fact that something was miss-
ing or if they would focus on the 
blank framed canvas. No two 
responses were the same, but in 
order to find out what they said, 
you’ll have to see the pieces for 
yourself.

Dear reader, when you go to 
see these collections, would you 
care to answer what you see?

sophie Calle: Last 
seen

Isabella stewart 
Gardner Museum

through March 3, 
2014

Sophie CaLLe

What Do You See?, part of sophie Calle’s exhibit at The Isa-
bella Stewart Gardner Museum.

ARTS EVEnTS  noV. 05 — noV. 11 
TuESdAy
(5:30 p.m.–7:30 p.m.) Architecture/HTC Lecture: Pier Vittorio Aureli, “Form and labor: Towards a His-

tory of Abstraction in Architecture” — 7-429

(8 p.m.–10 p.m.) Boston Symphony Orchestra: Ravel “Le Tombeau de Couperin”, Penderecki Con-
certo Grosso No. 1 and Elgar “Enigma Variations” — Symphony Hall

WEdnESdAy
(7 p.m.–8 p.m.) Alash — Masters of Tuvan Throat Singing — W79, Simmons Hall

THuRSdAy
(12 p.m.–12:30 p.m.) Organ Concert in the MIT Chapel — W15, MIT Chapel

(5:30 p.m.–8 p.m.) A Second Modernism: Roundtable with Arindam Dutta, Meredith TenHoor, 
Hashim Sarkis and moderated by Michael Hays — 7-429

(6 p.m.–7:30 p.m.) Author Molly Knight Raskin talks about her new biography of Internet entrepre-
neure Danny Lewin — 54-100 

(6 p.m.–8 p.m.) Urban Films: Shift Change (2013) — 3-133 

(8 p.m.–11:59 p.m.) Dramashop presents: ONE ACTS — Kresge Little Theater (8 p.m.–10:30 p.m.) 
MIT Shakespeare Ensemble presents Hamlet — W20-202

(8 p.m.–11 p.m.) Boston Symphony Orchestra: Britten “War Requiem,” — Symphony Hall

FRIdAy
(5 p.m.–8 p.m.) Second Fridays at the MIT Museum: MIT Does Food — MIT Museum 

(5:30 p.m.–7:30 p.m.) Architecture/AD Lecture: Bryan Young, “Up Up Down Down Left Right Left” 
— 7-429

(8 p.m.–11:59 p.m.) Dramashop presents: ONE ACTS — Little Kresge 

(8 p.m.–10 p.m.) Pianist Alan Feinberg in Recital — 14W-111, Killian Hall

(8 p.m.–10:30 p.m.) Hamlet by MIT Shakespeare Ensemble — W20-202

(8 p.m.–11 p.m.) Boston Baroque: Beethoven Symphony No. 9 — Jordan Hall

SATuRdAy
(8 p.m.–10:30 p.m.) Hamlet by MIT Shakespeare Ensemble — W20-202

(8 p.m.–11:59 p.m.) Dramashop presents: ONE ACTS — Little Kresge

(8 p.m.–11 p.m.) Boston Symphony Orchestra: Britten “War Requiem” — Symphony Hall

SundAy
(6 p.m.–10 p.m.) MIT Sangam’s Diwali Night — Dinner in Lobdell (W20-208) followed by perfor-

mance in Kresge

(8 p.m.–11 p.m.) International Folk Dancing — W20-491

(8 p.m.–10 p.m.) Danish String Quartet Boston Debut — Pickman Hall, Bard College

MondAy
(12 p.m.–12:30 p.m.) Organ Concert in the MIT Chapel — W15, MIT Chapel 

(2 p.m.–4 p.m.) Kahil El’Zabar and Mario Pavone Featured on WMBR’s Research & Development 
Program — 88.1 FM Radio 

(6 p.m.–7:30 p.m.) “How Does Stress Drive PTSD?” with Ki Goosens, MIT Professor of Neurosci-
ence — MIT Museum 

(10 a.m.–9:45 p.m.) Contemporary Japanese Ceramics and Bamboo Art Exhibit Opens — MFA 

(7 p.m.–9:30 p.m.) Ellipsis Trio, including MIT violinist Amanda Wang — Boston Public Library

(7:30 p.m.–10 p.m.) Karaoke Contest — Ashdown-Hulsizer

(7:30 p.m.–8:30 p.m.) Folk Music of the British Isles & N. America — Killian Hall

send your arts events to arts@tech.mit.edu.

Distinguish Yourself
as a 
Burchard 
Scholar
Expand your intellectual and social horizons.  
Meet with other Burchards and MIT faculty each month 
for a delicious dinner and seminar on topics of the day. 
Sophomores and Juniors who have shown excellence in 
some aspect of the humanities, arts, or social sciences are 
encouraged to apply. Burchards can be majors in any  
department; no preference is given to HASS majors. 

Apply at: 
shass.mit.edu/burchard

Sophomores + Juniors—Apply by December 2, 2013
great ideas change the world

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, ARTS, & SOCIAL SCIENCES
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In your CommunIty

Dean obeidallah
Comedy with social commentary

By Kali Xu
Campus Life editor

“Immigrants work hard. Last year at 
this very time, we had Hurricane Sandy go-
ing on. In my neighborhood in New York, 
every American restaurant closed. What 
was open? Chinese restaurants. How do I 
know that? I look out my window, and the 
Chinese delivery guy I know is on his bike, 
delivering food because somebody ordered 
delivery during a hurricane. Ok, I ordered 
delivery. Because I knew he’d be there, and 
there he was!”

Dean Obeidallah, a New Jersey-born 
comedian of Palestinian-Italian descent, 
uses comedy shows, interviews, and online 
writings to deliver political and social com-
mentary. He has appeared on Comedy Cen-
tral’s “Axis of Evil” tour, aBC’s “The View,” 
and various other TV shows. He has writ-
ten for CNN, The Huffington post, and The 
daily Beast. Along with Jewish comedian 
Scott Blakeman, he started the “Standup for 
Peace” tour. The two describe themselves 
as “the two-comedian solution to peace in 
the Middle East.” He also co-directed the 
recently released comedy documentary 
“The Muslims Are Coming!” which features 
a group of Muslim-American comedians 
touring the country performing standup 
and interventions to combat religious big-
otry, including interviews with comedy 
and TV icons including Jon Stewart, Da-
vid Cross, Rachel Maddow, and Russell 
Simmons.

While Dean is now a successful come-
dian and political commentator, he hasn’t 
always been in the business of comedy — 
he started out as a lawyer planning to en-
ter politics. After unhappily practicing law 
for several years, he was encouraged by his 
colleagues to compete in the funniest law-
yer competition held by the New Jersey Bar 
Association. He tested out comedy by per-
forming at night and eventually quit his job 
to do legal-related work for NBC, which he 

describes as akin to going to comedy grad 
school.

The worst advice he’s ever been given is: 
“Stay a lawyer. Keep doing the career you 
hate and that you regret waking up every 
day to go do.” However, he does grant his 
law degree some credit in his new career 
as a political commentator, saying, “A law 
degree is great for anyone if you have the 
money to waste on it. It’s good to know your 
rights.”

When Dean first began as a part-time 
performer, his comedy material was not 
politically inclined. His focus shifted after 
9/11 to help dispel the new wave of fear 
and hate directed at Arabs and Muslims. 
Regarding these negative views, Dean com-
ments, “There are bad people; I get it. Over-
whelming they’re all good, but the teeny 
exceptions are what define us, and that’s 
the challenge. For every minority group in 
America, I think the challenge is to fight 
against that, that you’re being defined by 
the worst people.”

Dean has performed all over the U.S., 
Canada, and the Middle East, and his jokes 
reflect his international experiences.

“The Lebanese are very resilient people. 
This is how I got directions walking around. 
I’m not kidding. I asked this guy, ‘Where 
is this place?’ He goes, ‘Ok, it’s easy, come 
here my friend. Go down three blocks, you 
see a big building with bullet holes; you 
make a left. You keep walking, and you see 
a big hole due to a car bomb. Not the first 
one, the second one. You make a right. You 

keep walking. If you hear explosions, you’ve 
gone too far. You come back, you see guys 
near the barbed wire, don’t look them in 
the eye. Keep walking, keep walking, and 
there’s Pizza Hut.’”

“I like Dubai very much … the construc-
tion five years ago was insane. I was on a 
street corner, and this guy goes, ‘Uh, sir, you 
have to move.’ I’m like, ‘Why?’ and he says, 
‘We’re building an office building here. It’s 
going to be beautiful. It’s oceanfront.’ I’m 
like, ‘There’s no ocean,’ and he says, ‘Come 
back next week.’”

As for the future, one of Dean’s goals is 
to get more involved in the media and to 
inspire more Muslims to do the same. He 
believes involvement in the media and the 
arts is crucial to ensure that news reports 
about terrorists and conflict in the Middle 

East aren’t people’s only exposure to Mus-
lims. Dean says, “It’s important for the 
voice of Muslims to be heard. The more it 
becomes commonplace, the more it will 
be normal to people, not something to be 
hated and feared.”

While many of his performances at col-
leges, such as his show last Saturday at MIT, 
are hosted by Muslim student associations, 
his audience base is very broad. His docu-
mentary tour through the deep South and 
West attracted many audiences with zero 
Muslims, with the aim of meeting as many 
people as possible and eliminating miscon-
ceptions about Muslims. After all, why do 
people fear other people and things they 
don’t know? Ignorance. Laughter, on the 
other hand, is a universal experience that 
brings people together.

ofir NaCHum

Dean Obeidallah performing in a comedy show hosted by the MIT Muslim Student 
Association.

Receive free health and genetic screenings
Make a real difference in the lives of families 

SPERM DONORS

Invest minimal time

APPLY ONLINE:

                 SPERMBANK.com

Earn up to 

per month

- convenient Cambridge location

While Dean is 
now a successful 
comedian and political 
commentator, he hasn’t 
always been in the 
business of comedy.

EvEnts  nov. 05 – nov. 11 
tuEsDay
(2:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.) Feeding the world without consuming the 

planet, conference — E51-115
(4:30 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.) MIT Emile Bustani Middle East Seminar: Is 

Syria Being “Lebanized” or is Lebanon Being “Syrianized?” — E51-
376

WEDnEsDay
(10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.) No Exit from Pakistan: America’s Tortured 

Relationship with Islamabad — E40 - 496

thursDay
(1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.) 8.02x Online & 8.02 TEAL Residential: how 

each course can be used to improve the other — Whitehead Insti-
tute Auditorium

(5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.) Sonia Livingstone: “The Class: Living and 
Learning in the Digital Age” — E14-633

FrIDay
(3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.) Leo Marx’s Machine in the Garden 50th An-

niversary: A Symposium, book talk

saturDay
(12:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.) Girls Day, women in science in engineering 

— MIT Museum

sunDay
(8:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.) MIT Sangam’s Diwali Night cultural show — 

Kresge

send your campus events to events@tech.mit.edu.
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Programming, Donna L. Fried-
man, listing specific resources 
for the student. These include 
Student Support Services (S3) and 
Seminar XL, a structured study 
group provided by the Office of 
Minority Education (OME). In 
addition, she asks each student 
to provide a self-assessment. Of-
tentimes, she says, it is an issue of 
time management.

“Most students are strug-
gling with time management and 
learning how to be a successful 
learner here,” said Friedman. “It’s 
often hard — many students are 
just spread thinly with extracur-
riculars and varsity sports and 
other things. Academics, for the 
first time, is something they have 
to put more energy into. Learning 
to do that is part of the transition 
to MIT.”

A total of 167 flags were issued, 
with 20 freshmen receiving more 

than one flag, 17 receiving two 
flags, and 3 receiving three flags. 
No HASS classes issued fifth week 
flags. If a student receives more 
than one flag, Dennis Freeman, 
the Dean for Undergraduate Edu-
cation, sends an additional email 
to the student particularly en-
couraging them to go to the OME 
and participate in Seminar XL.

Part of this year’s decrease 
in fifth week flags can be attrib-
uted to 3.091, which issued only 

two flags this year, compared to 
29 flags last year. This semester, 
3.091 is experimenting with in-
corporating more online instruc-
tion into the class, and replacing 
midterm and final exams with 
weekly online assessments.

“I think those students that 
needed to get the message got 
it by week two,” explained 3.091 
Professor Michael J. Cima on the 
large decrease of flags this year. 
“This assessment method gives 
people several opportunities for 

feedback each week. Our old as-
sessment approach was primarily 
based on the first midterm. That 
is just too long to wait. I think the 
current students changed what 
they needed to change much 
earlier.”

7.012 gave out the most fifth 
week flags, handing out flags to 
14.6 percent of the freshmen in 
that class (or 36 out of the 247 
freshmen). 7.015 and 7.016, the 
two new introductory biology 
classes, issued flags to 7.5 percent 
and 9 percent of their freshmen, 
respectively.

Six GIR classes — 8.012, 18.03, 
5.112, 18.014, 18.01A, and 8.02 — 
gave out no flags.

Friedman said that students 
who are flagged in the fall semes-
ter generally are not flagged again 
in their spring semester, suggest-
ing the freshmen in the spring are 
usually “a new crop.”

“I think a lot of freshmen feel 
like failures because they got a 
flag, but really, it’s what you do 
with that information,” empha-
sized Friedman. “What I always 
say to students is that it’s the first 
bump in the road, and how you 
deal with it is predictive of what 
you’ll do here on in.”

Fewer freshmen than last 
year receive fifth week flags
3.091 changes partially responsible for reduction
Flags, from Page 1

Part of this year’s decrease in fifth week 
flags can be attributed to 3.091, which 
issued two flags, down from 29 last year.

Solution to Crossword
from page 5

Solution to Sudoku
from page 5

6 1 2 7 3 9 4 8 5
7 5 9 8 1 4 2 6 3
4 8 3 6 5 2 1 7 9
5 2 7 1 6 3 9 4 8
1 3 4 9 8 5 7 2 6
9 6 8 2 4 7 3 5 1
8 4 6 3 2 1 5 9 7
2 7 1 5 9 8 6 3 4
3 9 5 4 7 6 8 1 2

Solution to Techdoku
from page 5

3 1 6 5 2 4
5 3 2 1 4 6
6 4 3 2 5 1
2 6 5 4 1 3
1 5 4 3 6 2
4 2 1 6 3 5

SMBC, from Page 6

The Tech is in your future

join@tech.mit.edu

Decision in Swartz 
documents suit

The District of Columbia 
District Court judge has issued 
an order in the suit for release 
of the Secret Service’s file on 
Aaron Swartz, deceased Inter-
net activist. Kevin Poulsen, a 
news editor at Wired.com, had 
filed suit against the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security in 
April for the release of this file, 
which is thousands of pages 
long. MIT and JSTOR had moved 
for intervention as third par-

ties, seeking the redaction of the 
names of their employees in the 
documents.

United States District Judge 
Colleen Kollar-Kotelly’s Joint 
Stipulation for Redaction and Re-
lease of Documents specifies that 
in addition to redactions made 
by the Department of Homeland 
Security before their release, MIT 
and JSTOR will be allowed to pro-
pose additional redactions. They 
will then be released to Poulsen, 
the plaintiff as further redactions 
are declined or accepted or re-
jected based on the Freedom of 
Information Act.

Briefs, from Page 1

Want to be Editor in Chief of The Tech? 
Most EICs start as news writers.
 join@tech.mit.edu

Want to be Editor in Chief of The Tech? 
Most EICs start as news writers.

 join@tech.mit.edu
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www.SiebelScholars.com

BIOENGINEERING
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
CENTER FOR BIOENGINEERING
Sravanti Kusuma
Tushar D. Rane
Sahar Soleimanifard
Stephany Yi Tzang
Jiefeng Xi

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

Timothy Curran 
Seymour de Picciotto
Aaron Meyer
Christopher Ng
Brandon Russell

STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING
Lu Chen 
Kunal Mehta
Laura Sarah Sasportas 
Rebecca DiMarco Snyder
Yen-Hsiang Wang 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING
Benjamin Li-Ping Lee
Mehrdad Mehrbod
Win Pin Ng
Dawn Spelke
Augusto Tentori

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING
Jeffrey Gole
Margie Mathewson
Emily Pfeiffer
Carolyn Schutt
Ludovic Guillaume Jean-Marc Vincent 

BUSINESS
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
BOOTH SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Eryn B. Koch
Evan Moore Pittman
Anurag Rajat
Thong Kai Shang 
Ethan J. Wang

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY
SLOAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Jerry Kao Chiang
Jeffrey David Clark
Katy Dybwad
Rhiannon Kopynec
Jeffrey Sun 

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
KELLOGG SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Scott Peter Arnone
Otmane El Manser
Abhishek Gutgutia 
Emily Johnson 
Ann Yahr Kaplan

STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Benjamin Austin 
Zoe Corneli 
Brian Jay Rose
Tom Sayer
Colin Stephen Twomey

COMPUTER SCIENCE
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Jason Richard Koenig
Anuj Kumar 
Gabriela Marcu
Ishan Misra 
Mrinmaya Sachan 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Rosario John Aquino 
Hossein Azari Sou�ani 
Xi Alice Gao
Tsung-Han Lin
Ryan Wisnesky

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Xiaowei Cai
Gustavo Goretkin 
Rui Jin 
James Noraky
Warut Suksompong

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Nicholas Johnson 
Jingwan Lu
Marcela S. Melara 
Huy Le Nguyen
Cole Schlesinger

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Antonin Bas
Mathan Glezer
Chinmay Kulkarni
Molly Mackinlay
Benjamin Paterson 

TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Jian Cui 
Dong Deng 
Jiayu Tang 
Xiaoyan Wang 
Yuhang Zhao 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
COMPUTER SCIENCE DIVISION
Yeu-Hsien Cheng 
Cheng-yu Hong
Stephanie Rogers

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Dongjing He 
Gaurav Lahoti 
Arun Mohanray Mallya
Stephen Mayhew
Thomas Zhang

The Siebel Scholars program recognizes the most talented graduate 
students in business, computer science, and bioengineering. Each 
year, 85 are named Siebel Scholars based on academic excellence and 
leadership, and join an active, lifelong community among an ever-growing 
group of leaders.  We are pleased to recognize this year’s Siebel Scholars.  

Siebel Scholars Class of 2014
Congratulations

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
THE WHARTON SCHOOL
Martha P. Kelley 
Anne E. King
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Upcoming Home events
tuesday, November 5

Women’s Volleyball vs. Smith College 7 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Field Hockey vs. Smith College 7 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

By Ali Soylemezoglu
SPORTS STAFF

Nov. 2, 2013 was a beautiful day to 
play soccer as the players of MIT and WPI 
came onto the pitch to play the last regu-
lar season conference match. MIT had 
high stakes in the match. With a win, they 
would finish the first in the conference 
and host the playoffs. The match started 
off slowly as both teams tested each other 
and seemed evenly matched. As halftime 
drew near, Sean D. Bingham ’16 connect-
ed with a wonderful through ball and 
beat the keeper to pull MIT up 1-0. The 
first half didn’t see any more goals and 
MIT took the lead into halftime. 

The story of the second half was much 
different. Although WPI did come close to 
scoring on certain occasions, MIT domi-
nated from the first whistle of the second 
half until the end of the match. MIT’s 
Matthew A. Monheit ’14 scored a beauti-
ful header ten minutes into the second 
half to pull MIT 2-0. MIT’s prolific goal 
scorer, Sean Bingham, was also not done 

for the day as he scored a neatly placed 
shot to make it 3-0. At this point, WPI’s 
guard had been completely let down and 
Alexander M. Dago ’15 hit the final blow 
only two minutes after Sean Bingham’s 
goal to declare the scoreline: 4-0. MIT 
did come close to scoring at least a cou-
ple more goals, but the fans were content 
with the four goals they saw. 

With this decisive 4-0 victory, MIT 
clinched first place in the conference 
and the right to host the playoffs, starting 
next week. MIT is looking strong going 
into the playoffs, so it is only right that 
the fans go out and support the team. 
The WPI match did have a great turnout 
with several enthusiastic fans, such as 
Alex Romero and Carolina Fejgielman, 
who were doing the Beaver Call after 
the goal and were excited that MIT will 
be hosting the playoffs. They are look-
ing forward to the upcoming matches. 
Whether it is doing the Beaver Call or 
just coming and shouting “Go Tech!” 
fans should definitely come and show 
off their MIT pride.

By Charlotte Brackett
DAPER STAFF

With the 2013 season 
slowly coming to a close, 
the MIT water polo team re-
turned home for the first time 
since mid-October to host a 
weekend of games. On the 
first day of the three-game 
weekend, the Engineers de-
feated Fordham University 
in a low-scoring game by a 
score of 9-7. They then fell to 
St. Francis College later that 
day, 12-5. Tech is now 10-12 
on the season.

Against the Rams, Tech 
was led by Zachary S. Chur-
ukian ’17 and Ory Tasman ’16, 
who both scored two goals 
apiece. On top of his two 
goals, Churukian also had 
four steals, one assist, and 
one ejection drawn. Goal-
keeper Nolan J. Kruse ’17 did 
a good job in net, notching 10 
steals throughout the four pe-
riods and allowing just seven 
goals.

The two teams were even-
ly matched for the majority 
of the game; both scored just 
one goal in the first period 
and an additional four in the 

second to remain tied at five 
going into the third quarter. 
Fordham took the lead three 
minutes in but the score was 
tied up once again 30 seconds 
later. Kale T. Rogers ’16 gave 
the Engineers a one-goal lead 
going into the final quarter 
when he scored his only goal 
of the game with three min-
utes left on the clock.

MIT took a two-goal lead 
a minute into the final quar-
ter when Michael S. Farid ’14 
scored his first of the game, 
but the lead was lessened 
two minutes later with an-
other Fordham goal. With 
53 seconds remaining in the 
game, Tasman scored the En-
gineers’ ninth goal, and MIT 
was able to hold onto the lead 
until the clock ran out.

In the game against St. 
Francis that night, Tech 
played from behind during 
the first quarter, allowing two 
goals before Churukian got 
MIT on the board with a min-
ute remaining on the clock. 
With the score at 4-1 a min-
ute into the second quarter, 
Kruse had a great block when 
a Terrier took a point blank 
shot at the net. Following a 

clean pass from Churukian to 
Cheney that found the back 
of the net and another by Tas-
man, the Engineers went into 
the third quarter trailing 7-3.

Tech had a strong third 
quarter, scoring a goal of its 
own and holding the Terri-
ers to just two goals. Ian E. 
Zaun ’17, who was replacing 
Kruse in net, had a num-
ber of impressive blocks 
throughout the quarter. In 
the final period, with a score 
of 9-4, Tasman took four 
back-to-back shots, but each 
time the goalie managed 
to punch the ball out of the 
way. MIT took a number of 
strong shots throughout the 
remaining minutes, with a 
shot from Tasman finding the 
back of the net with just over 
two minutes remaining. The 
game ended with a St. Francis 
victory.

MIT will return to the 
pool bright and early tomor-
row morning, hosting Iona 
College at 9:30 a.m. The four 
seniors on the team who will 
be playing in their last home 
game for the Engineers will 
be honored before the game 
begins.

MIT takes down WPI
Engineers win in final conference game

Water polo comes home
MIT hosts three games over the weekend


